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Tips & Tricks

Share a Slick Tip. Win Cash or a Prize!
Here’s your chance to help someone become a bett er woodworker 
and to get rewarded for the eff ort. Next issue’s Top Tip will receive a 
Woodcraft  Gift  Card worth $250. Runners-up will receive $125 for an 
illustrated ti p; $75 for a non-illustrated one. Winning entries become 
the property of Woodcraft  Magazine. Send your original ideas to:

Tips & Tricks, Woodcraft  Magazine, P.O. 
Box 7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020 
or email editor@woodcraft magazine.com. 
Important: Please include your phone 
number, as an editor will need to call you 
if your ti p is considered for publicati on.

When it comes to shop-made 
guides for portable circular saws, 
there are two important criteria: 
The first is that the guide tracks 
the saw accurately. The second is 
that the edge of the guide aligns 
perfectly with the blade so that no 
offset needs to be calculated when 
setting up a cut. For tracking 
purposes, my 3⁄4"-thick guide 
includes a 3⁄4"-wide, 3⁄8"-deep slot, 
which guides a wooden runner 
that screws to my saw base. 
(When affixing the runner, make 
sure it’s perfectly parallel to the 
blade.) I made the base oversized 
initially, and then trimmed it to 
final width with the saw running 
in its slot. That aligned the edge 
of the guide with the blade for 

easy positioning against a cutline. 
I made the track about 54"-long 
so it generously spans a 4 × 8' 
sheet of plywood crosswise.
The real trick here, though, is 

that this guide does not require 
clamps to hold its position. 
Instead, I attached a sheet of 
rubber “non-slip padding” to the 
underside of the base, keeping 
it back from the edges 1⁄4" or so. 
The padding–designed to hold 
workpieces in place for routing, 
sanding, and other maneuvers–is 
simply stapled in a few places 
along its perimeter. It holds the 
guide in place remarkably well, 
with no slippage whatsoever that 
could compromise cut accuracy.
—Russ Svendsen, Olean, New York
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Router stabilizer
When I was outfitting my shop some years 
ago, I built a bunch of frameless cabinets 
from 3⁄4"-thick hardwood plywood, gluing 
strips of solid wood to the edges to hide the 
plies. I made the strips about 7⁄8"-wide so I 
could use a flush-trim bit to rout their edges 
flush with the faces of the plywood after 
attachment. The only difficulty with this 
approach is that even a small router gets tipsy 
when riding on the edge of 3⁄4"-thick stock.

To solve the problem, I mounted my router 
to a stiff solid-wood board (about 5⁄16" thick) 
that was wide enough to accommodate the 
router and long enough to span the openings 
of the cabinets. The board then serves as a 
stabilizing outrigger that rides atop multiple 
cabinet edges to keep the router from 
tipping. This makes the whole operation 
fast, accurate, and free of white knuckles.
—Philip Houck, Boston, Massachusetts

Lipstick for locks
Over the years, I’ve swiped a few items from 
my wife’s makeup kit in the service of my craft. 
I’m particularly fond of lipstick, which I keep in 
my toolbox for marking lock mortise locations 
in door jambs. For example, after installing a 
deadbolt in a door and attaching the door stop, 
I wipe the lipstick (I prefer “Midnight Passion”) 
across the end of the bolt. I retract it, close the 
door, and then throw the bolt, letting it kiss 
the door jamb to indicate the best placement 
for the bolt mortise and striker plate. 
—Paul Anthony, senior editor

Drill board for router 
bit access, and screw 
to router base.

Outrigger board keeps 
router from tipping. 
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When boring out furniture 
legs to accept stem casters, 
the holes must be drilled 
perpendicular to the axis 
of the legs for aesthetics 
and proper operation. 
Unfortunately, it can be 
difficult to do this freehand, 
and setting up a drill press for 
the operation can be a hassle. 
I find that it’s best to use a 
11⁄4"-long drill guide block cut 
from the end of a leg that was 
made oversized in length for 
the purpose. After crosscutting 
the ends of the block square, 
drill through its axis on the drill 

press using a bit that suits the 
diameter of the caster stem. 
Then attach a couple of plywood 
flanges to opposing sides of the 
block to allow clamping it to 
the end of each leg for drilling 

its hole. If your bit is too short 
for the job, simply drill as far 
as you can, then remove the 
block to complete the job.
—Arlo Boyd, Wheeling, 
West Virginia
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Handscrew vise helper
Sometimes you need to clamp a long board 
on edge on your benchtop. There are several 
ways to do this, but one of the easiest is to 
lock the board in a handscrew clamp held 
in a bench vise as shown. The most secure 
approach is to clamp the handscrew to 
the board before locking it in the vise.
—Frank Burnside, Miami, Florida

Workpiece

Tighten handscrew 
on workpiece, then 
clamp in vise.
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